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What is masculinity? Ask ten men and you'll get ten vague, conflicting answers.
Unlike any book of its kind, The Way of Men offers a simple, straightforward
answer-without getting bogged down in religion, morality, or politics. It's a guide
for understanding who men have been and the challenges men face today. The
Way of Men captures the silent, stifling rage of men everywhere who find
themselves at odds with the over-regulated, over-civilized, politically correct
modern world. If you've ever closed your eyes and wished for one day as a lion,
this book is for you.
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Editorial Review

Review
"Jack Donovan has written a thought-provoking treatise on the essential struggle of men, taking on timeless
concepts, in an honest examination of what manhood means to him. [...] while I didn't always agree with
everything he said--I am a better man for reading it." - Sam Sheridan, A Fighter's Heart, A Fighter's Mind

"A thought provoking read on what it means to be a man today in a world that's increasingly finding
masculinity undesirable and un-needed. Donovan makes bold and unapologetic arguments on what The Way
of Men needs to be in the future." - Brett McKay, The Art of Manliness, Manvotionals

"Absolutely love this book!  I found Jack's comments on the underlying primal instincts that motivate men
and what can generate unity within a group to be both thought provoking and spot on from a leadership
perspective." - Chris Duffin, AAPF and APA record-holding competitive powerlifter, coach, and gym owner.

"Peering behind the layers of civility we indulge in as a matter of pretense, Donovan explores the primal
relationship between tribal identity and masculinity, and emerges endorsing a type of Nietzschean struggle
for significance through conflict" - Brett Stevens, Amerika.org

"This book should be required reading for all American men, containing brilliant insights I had not
previously considered. It clearly shows how your masculinity is being muzzled in order to achieve an
experimental result that doesn't serve your interests. Highly recommended." - Roosh V, author of 30 Bangs,
etc.

About the Author
Jack Donovan moonlights as an advocate for masculinity and tribalism. He has contributed popular essays
and reviews to The Spearhead, Alternative Right, Counter Currents, The Hall of Manly
Excellence, Amerika and other sites. He lives and works near Portland, Oregon. This is his third book. For
more, visit: jack-donovan.com/

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Keith McLeod:

Here thing why this particular The Way of Men are different and trusted to be yours. First of all examining a
book is good but it depends in the content of it which is the content is as delightful as food or not. The Way
of Men giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any book out there but there is no
reserve that similar with The Way of Men. It gives you thrill looking at journey, its open up your own eyes
about the thing that will happened in the world which is might be can be happened around you. It is easy to
bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your approach home by train. When you are having
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difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of The Way of Men in e-book can be your
alternative.

Nancy Jackson:

The reserve untitled The Way of Men is the publication that recommended to you you just read. You can see
the quality of the e-book content that will be shown to you actually. The language that author use to
explained their ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of research when write the book, so
the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of The Way of
Men from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Elaine Gold:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that
question was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby.
And also you know that little person including reading or as reading through become their hobby. You need
to know that reading is very important in addition to book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to
provide you knowledge, except your own teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update in relation to
something by book. Many kinds of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is this The Way
of Men.

Shawn Mathison:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge as a result. You can take knowledge and information
coming from a book. Book is created or printed or highlighted from each source in which filled update of
news. In this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for you. From media social
similar to newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You can add
your knowledge by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just looking for
the The Way of Men when you desired it?
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